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ON FINSLER SPACES WITH (G, N)-STRUCTURES

Il-Yong Lee

1. Introduction

Let Af be a differentiable manifold a그d T(M) its tangent bundle. 
We assume the zero-vector to be excluded from T(M). A coordinate 
system “产)in M induces a canonical coordinate system (妒,；')in 
T(M). We put dk = d/dxk, dk = d/dyk.

A positive-valued differentiable function y) defined on a domain 
D of T(M) is called a Finsler metric in if it satisfies

det(^) # 0, where gZ3 =
L(x,Xy) = XL{x^y) for A > 0.

According to Miron(|9|), a Finsler tensor GX3 defined on a domain 
D of T(M) is called a generalized Fmsler metric in Af, if it satisfies

= Gj们 det(Gzj)，丰 0, (&了(：7：,入g) — G%7(nr) for 入 > 0.

Now we introduce some concepts as follows: A differentiable mani
fold M is said to admit a (G, N}-structure^ or simply called a (G、N、)- 
manifoldy if M admits a generalized Finsler metric G勺 and a non-linear 
connection N、A Finsler space Fn = (Mn,L{x^y}) is said to be con
formal to another Finsler space F” = (Mn,L(x,y)) if there exists a
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scalar field a(x) satisfying L(x\) = e이。*(气 g), where L and L are 
positive-valued.

Here we deal with the conformal changes of a (G, 7V)-structufe.
In the present paper, we are manily concerned with the (G, N)- 

structure where G勺 are a generalized Finsler metric. First, we find a 
conditio교 that a Finsler 옹pace with a (G, JV)-structure to be a Berwald 
space. Next, we obtain a condition for a (G, 7V)-structure to be a 
Minkowski space. Finally, we investigate a conformally invariant Finsler 
connection and several conformally invariant tensors of a generalized 
Finsler metric.

2. Preliminaries

Let Af be a differentiable manifold admitting a (G, 7V)-structure, 
that is to say, M admits a generalized Finsler metric G%3(x^y) and a 
non-linear connection Nz3We assume here that GZ3(x^y) and 
N'Qcjy) are positively homogeneous of degree 0 and 1 for 饥 respec
tively. Moreover, we put

(21) L* (ar, y) =、］g”0 而寸寸,

(2-2) g\ = a&(L*2 0y)⑵.

And we assume

(2.3) det(g')尹 0.

A (G, TV)-structure admitting (2.3) is called a regular (G, 7V)-structure.
Now we put

次=眼-迎-爲

(2.4) = Gzm(X3Gmk + XkGg ~ XmGjQ/2,
C* = 6暨(髙+ "皿—薰G比)/2

The Finsler connection NY given by (2.4) is called the (G, N)~ 
connection associated with the (G, N) -structure.
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We denote by V and V respectively the h- and v-covariant deriva
tives with respect to this (G, A^)-conn.ection. According to Matsumoto 
[7], we write the /i-torsion and hv-torsion of the (G, JV)-connection as

(2.5) §并= P\k = dkN\ - Fk\,

and the three kinds of curvatures as

I
Rh3k = x*爲-xgh +刊宀田严,

-F^.F^k + Ch^R^.k,
Ph* 亦=飢 Fh=-"昨 + CEf,
Sh\k =鼠Ch\ 一 d3ch\ + cm\chm3 - c^.Ch^k.

Moreover we put

(2.7) { = XkFh\ - 为风七 + F詩kFh% - Fm'Fh”、

I QhZ3k = WHk - Ch'mPm此=dkF^j - P^jk.

It is obvious that the relations

(2.8) 勺=0,贓玲=0

hold. Applying the Ricci identities to (2.8), we have

(29) Rzjkh = —Rjtkht Pzjkh = —Pjikhc ^tjkh = 一，冲血.

Due to the second Bianchi identity, we have -

▽jC扇—NkCg + C加 P、— CkhrPrjz — Pjhkz + Pkhjt — 0.

By virtue of (2.7), this identity can be rewritten as

(2.10) Qkhgz — Qghkz — Pjhki + Pkhjt =

Now applying the so-called Christoffel process [7] with respect to j, 
k to the above, we have

Phkjz = ▽五C/czj — Vk^hzj + Chj^P kz — ^kjrP hz*
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Hence we obtain

(2.11) Phkjz = Qkjhi — Qjhkit

where we put Q3hk% = The relations (2.11) and (2.8) lead
us to

(2.12) dkFh 3 = G절— Qjhmk} + Qh 3k-

Moreover, by using the relation Qhzjk = VjC鬲犯 一 CzhmPrn3k and
(2.12) , we can show easily

(2.13) Qhzjk = Qzhjkt

(2.14) Qhk3i = 死％ + G^Ghrd^jY

Remark. We put Chi3 = GZTnChni3 for the (G, A^)-connection NT;

(2.15) Chz3 = 0丘 G% + d3Ghi — &G 为)/2.

Paying attention to (爲顼 + Czh3 = &G% we put

o o o o
(2.16) ChlJ = djGhz/2, Qhzjk = 3Chik — ChzmPm3k->

where ChlJ = (C* + G%)/2.

3. Berwald space of a (G, 7V)-structure

Among Finsler manifolds, there exists such a special one as a Berwald 
space, which brings us fruitful results.

A Finsler manifold (M, L) is called a Berwald space or said to be 
Berwald^ if the Berwald connection BT = (I、％ 1\仁〃 0) is linear. Since 
BT satisfies Q^jk = 0, we have Ph^3k =初:「土. Thus a Berwald space 
is characterized by P牌k = 0 with respect to BF.
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For a Cartan connection CT = (「/旳 N%%),a Berwald space is 
defined as a Finsler manifold whose CT1 is linear, a그d is characterized 
by

(3.1) = 0, (or= 0),

where Ch叫=缶*九”\ = 8仰』2. It is noted that the condition (3.1) 
is equivalent to

(3.2) Qhz3k = 0, (or Qh 3k = 0).

In fact, we have Pl3k — (▽"%%)?/ and P、"即—0 with respect to CT.
(3.2) directly follows from (3.1). Conversely, contracting (3.2) with y3 
we have Pz3k = 0, which yields (3.1).

For (G, TV)-structures a Berwlad space is defined as follows :

DEFINITION. In a (G, 7V)-structure, a Berwald space is defined as a 
generalized Finsler manifold whose NY is linear, and is characterized 
by

(3.3) V&叼=0, (or = 0).

The효 we have the following theorem due to Ichijo[4].
Theorem 3.1. A (G, TV) -structure is Berwald if and only if

(3・4) Qhzjk 十 Qzhgk = 0-

PROOF. From (2.15) and (2.16) it is noted that the condition (3.4) 
is equivalent to

(3.5) Qhtjk = 0.

For the (G, 7V)-connection NV = IV%, G/Q, we associate the 
corresponding C-zero connection NTf = 0), and apply to
Gh几 one of the Ricci identities:

zo 小 VMGm)-勺細 jG 忠=GgPf + GhmP严仆
(3.6)
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For N? we have = dh and P^jk =弘whereas ▽五 and Pxjk 
are unchanged, so we have from = 0 and (2.16) that

o . .
(3.7) Qhzjk = (Gg&：风七 + GhmdkFirn3)/2.

If NT is linear, then dhF/k = 0. So we have (3.5), i.e., (3.4). If 
we apply to (3.7) the so-called Christoffel process with respect to the 
indices h, i, j, the converse follows from

. o o o
(3.8) G，mj8k：F* h = Qhxjk + Qzjhk — Qghik*

Thus we have proved Theorem 3.1. This proof also shows that a Finsler 
manifold (A么乙)is Berwlad if and only if (3.2), i.e.； (3.1) holds.

Next, let us consider a regular Berwaldian (G, 7V)-structure. In this 
case, we have = 0. Since XkGzrtfyr = dkGygMjL we have
G"(= 7olo) = Fqzq. From this, we have Gjk = ；30以扌=

厶O O
Thus L* is a Berwald metric. Moreover Qh3k = 0, that is, =
o
C^rnP^kr* Hence from (3.3) we see that

o o
Cl3mPmko = VkCljryr = 0.

' o
Conversely, we assume that L* is a Berwald metric and CZ3rrtPrrtkQ = 

o o
0 holds. Since P\o = Nf - FQ\, we have CljmNmk =(為mH)"% 

o
from which XkGZ3 = dkGZJ — 2Cz：frnFQTnk- Thus we have

5 = 7/a： - Gir(CmkrF0r3 + C3rnrF0rk 一 C3krF0rm), 

from which we see

F^k = 一 CkrForo, Fqzq = 7olo and 及上=7o\ — CQr，yo「o・

The last relation leads us to F3zk =(Cartan). Form our assump
tion, we have I、；％ = Therefore we have Fjk =灼％(£)・
Consequently, we obtain the following;
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THEOREM 3.2. A regular (G, N)-structure is a Berwaldian (G, N)- 
structure if and only 矿 the generalized Finsler metric G%3 is a Berwald 

o
metric and the (G, N)-connection satisfies = 0.

4. Minkowski space of a (G, 7V)-structure

In this section, we shall deal with the notion of a locally Minkowski 
space, or a local flatness on a manifold admitting a (G, 7V)-structure.

Now we co교sider the case of d^Fh 3 = 0, that is, %? = 卩七(对. 

Thus, from (2.6) and (2.7), we have PhZ3k = ~Qhijk- Further, from
(2.9),  we obtain

(4・1) Qhzjk + Qzhjk = 0*

Conversely, we suppose that (4.1) holds. Applying the so-called 
Christoffel process with respect to fc, h and j to (2.10), and using
(2.9),  we have

^Pjhki = Qkhgt + Qhjkz + Qhkji — Qghki — Qkjht — Qjkhi'

From our assumption (4.1), this equation is reduced to %腿 = —Qjhkz- 
Hence, from (2.6), we obtain 眼Fh? = 0.

Thus we have the following:

Theorem 4.1. With respect to the Finsler connection associated . ' o
with a (G, N)-structurey 丸吗七=0 holds good if and only if Qzh3k = 0? 

o
where Qzhjk = Qthjk + Qhijk'

DEFINITION. Let Af be a manifold admitting a (G, W)-structure 
such that for any point p of M)there exists a coordinate neighborhood 
(饥 麥)containing p.

We call the (G, N)-structure flat if it satisfied the condition
(1) XkG扇=05 and strongly flat 迁 it satisfies the conditions (2)

30勺=0,［顷认纨况=0 on t/.
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First, let M be a manifold admitting a flat (G, AT)-structure. Then 
M is covered by a system of local coordinate neighborhoods 
such that, in each Uy dkGZJ — N7n,kdrnG%3 = 0 holds good. Hence we 
know that Fj% = 0 holds in each U. From (2.7) and Theorem 4.1, we 

o
obtain K^1 jk = 0 and Qihjk = 0.

o
Conversely, we assume that Khzjk = 0 and Qth3k = 0 hold good 

on M. Due to Theorem 4.1, Ffk = on M. And gives 
us that M is covered by a system of local coordinate neighborhoods 
such that F3zk = 0 holds on each U. Thus the facts that = 0 
and = 0 lead us to XkGZ3 = 0 on each U〉that is, the given 
(G, JV)-structure is flat. Thus we have the following

Theorem 4.2. A (G, N}-structure is flat if and only if

(4.2) Kh 3k = 0, Qzhjk = 0
hold good. In this case, Fjk is a symmetric, flat linear connection on 
the manifold M.

Next, assume the (G, 7V)-structure be strongly flat. Then the (G, N)- 
structure is obviously flat. By virtue of Theorem 4.2, we see that 

o
Kh、k = 0, Qzhjk = 0. With respect to the each coordinate neighbor
hood Q7,X') which assigns the stron힎y flatness of the give표 (G)N\ 
structure, we obtain !叩侦口£顷—0. On the other hand, we find from 

o
(2.4) that 0mG比=Cjkm，+ Ckjm： that is, C此口丄=OmG亦［2. From 
(2.6), we find also that Pzgryr = N\ 一 Fri,3yr. Since Fjk == 0 in
we have P1 3q = IV% ・ Therefore we get = 0.

“ o o
Conversely, we suppose that 3k = 0, Qh柘k = 0, = 0

hold good. By virtue of Theorem 4.2, we see that the (G, 7V)-structure 
is flat. Hence, with respect to the assigned coordinate neighborhood 
U of the flatness, X&Gij = 0, from which Fjk = 0. Thus P%3q = N\

. . O O
holds in this U, From = 2Cgn and = 0, we obtai교
卜丁七礼丫“구此 = 0 in t/. Since = 0, 瓦G% = 0 is also true in this 
U, that is, the given (G, 7V)-structure is strongly flat. Thus we have 
the following
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Theorem 4.3. A regular (G, N)-structure is strongly flat if and 
only zf 、

(4-7) Kh = 0, Qth^k = 0, CgkmP^zQ = 0

hold good.

Moreover, if a regular (G, 7V)-structure is flat, M is covered by a 
system of local coordinate neighborhoods {(U：站)} such that, in each 
U、XjaGj = 0, holds, that is, —的”工匕=0 holds. On 
transvecting this with yzy3, we have 讯1처 = 0 where I舟 = G%jyzy3 y 
from which we find that L* is a locally Minkowski metric and dkGl3 = 0 

o
in each U. Thus we have CfN%； = 0. On the other hand, we see 
4;hat = 0 in each U. Hence, from Pm3k =如\严七 一 F舟旨;we see

that N171^ = Fm^o in each U. Consequently we find = 0
holds o교 M.

Conversely, we assume that £* is a locally Minkowski metric a교d o
CtgmPmkQ = 0 holds. Then, M is covered by a system of local co
ordinate neighborhoods {(t/5x2)} such that = 0 holds in each 

o
U. I표 this case, = —2C%广holds. And we have Fj% — 

—C；k"N「J — CrzjNrk + Gzm(7rjA；7Vrm. On the other hand, the condi- 
o o o

tion C勺2”喝)—0 is equivalent to CzjrNrk = G財M/% Hence, we 
have o o oZ7»z _ z^r 2 tti r t TP r 1 77 r

보‘3 k — —(丿铲 3 — j-^0 R; 十(丿 rjfc-^0 m*
o

By transvecting this with 寸,we have 死七 — —Q尸七及)％, form which 
we have Fq1q = 0 and FQrk = 0. Thus we have CtjrNrk = 0. Hence, 
in each (U,史)above, X^G勺=0 holds. Namely, the given (G,N)- 
structure is flat. Thus we have the following

Theorem 4.4 A regular (G, N) -structure is strongly flat if and 
only if the generalized Finsler metirc is a locally Minkowski met- 

' o
ric and the (G, N}-connection satisfies 故)=0, where we put
pm 的=PfyL
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Moreover, from our assumption, the manifold is covered by a sys
tem of local coordinate neighborhoods {QR产)} such that, in each U) 

o
机(我3 = 0 and henceforth 山。％仆=° hold. In addition to this, from 

o
the proof of Theorem 4.3, we see that = 0 in each U. So,

o
we have(人如疽測土； = 0. He요ce we see

= — CV7nNrkdrNmh + C^mNrhdrNmk

=NrkdrCt37nNrh 一 NrhdrCt3mNmk
=0.

Thus we have the following:

Theorem 4.5. If a regvlar (G, N}-structuve %s strongly flat, then 
o .

the (G, N)-connection always satisfies C扌話况仕=0.

5. Conformal chan흥es of a (G, 7V)-structure

Let Af be a differentiable manifold admitting a (G, TV)-structure 
and let a(x) be a scalar field on M, Phen GZ3 = e?히司G? (:s;) is also 
a generalized Finsler metric. Here we consider the (G, 2V)-structure 
defined on M. The (G, N)-structure is called a conformal changes of 
a (G, N) -structure.

In this section, we deal with the conformal changes of the (G, TV)- 
structure where G勺 is a generalized Finsler metric in M. Paying at
tention to well-known Deicke's theorem, we assume more strictly that 
C =、/CmCm 丰 Q where Cx = We have easily obtained that, as
for the (G, 2V)-structure where Gig = 히*) G%” the following relations
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hold:

(a) Gi3 = e2<7(x)do,争=厂2如(啓，

(b) 頁诛=R? g

(c)
(d) Fj1 k — Fj1 k + + ak^j ~ <yZGjk->

(5・1) (e) 戸亦 = P 项 —叮光 一。展；+疽(구并,

(f) Ph\k = Ph'k + arCmrkGh：lGm 一 GzrarGhmC3mk

+ ahC3\-amChmk6^

(g) Kh jk — Kh 3k + ^jO^kh —祐Q：)k — Gh3azk + G裁c七，

(h) Rh 3k = Rh jk + 사I — 追印h — Gh，S氐 + Gh"“

where at = dz(r, a1 = Gimam, ahk = - Sb。％ + ^r(rrGhk and

사% = Gimamk.
Now, from (5.1(d)) and (5.1(c)) we have

CmFmk0 = CmFmk0 + a0Ck - Cmamyk,

where G湛严 — 0 and op — %疔.On the other hand, we get

Ck =(為 Ck = e~2aCk, C2 = e~2aC2.

Hence we get 一

C^roC1' =e-^(CmFmr0Cr + a0C2).

Since C2 0, we have

bo = '禹EL©［헝 - CmFmrQCr/C2.

If we put

(5.2) M = CmFmr0Cr/C2, MlM, Mk = GkmMm,
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then we have

(5.3) (To = M — Af, <Tk(x) = Mk — Mk-

Using (5.1(e))； (5.1(c)) and (5.3), we obtain

= C^mPmkQ -(M- M}C3\ + C/mGmr(Mr - Mr)yk.

The equation just above is rewritte그 in the form

= Cj gpm ko+MCj^-C；

Hence, by putting

(5.4) = C；mPmkQ + MC3\ - C；mMmyk,

we obtain
Q；上=Qg

That is, the tensor field Q*zfc(x,?/) is invariant under the conformal 
changes of the given (G, JV)-structure.

Next, by means of (5.1(d)) and (5.3), we have

dhF3\ = dhF3\ + 认瓦m - Mm)G盘 一 2G"(瓦/ 一 Mm)&刃洪.

On the other hand, it is easily seen that 孑"板？亦=(7"%(务知

The equation just above is rewritten as follows:

dhF3\ - 2為％瓦招化+ 2歹m瓦m&m 

. O O
=dhF3\ - 仆 + 2GmMmC3kh.

So, if we put

(5-5)
・ O O

F，项=dhF3\ - 2("、"勺 + 2M'Cg
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then we obtain == Thus the tensor field F宀y) is also
invariant finder the conformal changes of the given (G, TV)-structure.

Next, as for the tensor from (5.1(d)) and (5.1(e)), it follows 
that

Qh3k + F^3C^k 一下舟项"k — 官见、-C讣潔仆

=Qh3k +_ Gg点-鞏5 +

Using (5.3), we obtain, that the tensor field Q#”(气；)is defined by

(5.6) Q#并=0：并一Mm(务—GZS0诞一适+

which give Q^3k = Q昔仆.Thus Q；七*(工浦)is invariant under the 
conformal changes of the given (G, 7V)-structure.

Next, as for the tensor 项” from (5.1(d)) and (5.1(f)), it follows 
that

Phjk + (Mr -心Cm*GhjG湘-G^(Mr - Mr)GhmC^k

+ Wh — Mh)Cj% — Wm — 严诲;.

Thus the tensor field 7%项” defined by

” s Ph 3k =¥比-MrC^kG^G^ + G^MrGhrriC^k
(5.7)

is also invariant under the conformal changes of the given (G, N、)- 
structure.

Moreover, because of az = (5.3) leads us to

(5-8) d3Mk = d3Mk,

that is, the te그sor field 如琮 itself is invariant under the conformal 
changes of the given (G, 7V)-structure.

In addition to the above equation, we have

化=▽』"：—V?。％ —C%』％ - bgA朱+OmA須 mGjL2印。％+。"疽％盘3 
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from which we have

pM% + okMj + "gMk； 
—amMTnGjfc + 2o%Ok 一。招产(；比.

Since N舟k = ▽k。，we have

VfM* — VfcAfj = V^Affc — ▽知场.

Namely, the tensor field, defined by

(5.10) VjMfc — Va：-A4j,

is also invariant u교der the conformal changes of the given (G, N)- 
structure.

Finally, on account of (5.9) a교d (5.3), we have

。而=V7Affc 一 VjAffc + oicMg + a3Mk — a^M^G^k +-，。臨产G化

=V5Mfc - ▽"廉 + MjMk - M3Mk -河顽％仕 + ^MmMmGjk.

The above is rewritten as

-MrrjTGjk

V.Mfc + M3Mk 一 .

Hence if we put

(5.11) 虬 3 = V)Mk + M3Mk — ^MmMmGtk, 

then akj — Mkj — Mk3, from which we have

Kh 3k —Khjk + q(Mkh - Mkh)—義(M：m — Mjh)
一 GhjG^m(Mmk - Mmk) + GhkGim(Mm3 - Mmj).
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Thus the tensor field jK#加 defined by

(5.12) K臨=Kh^k-S^Mkh+SlM.h+GhjG^M^k-GhkG^M^,

is also invariant under the conformal changes of the given (G, N)- 
structure.
Moreover, the tensor field R^jk is given by

Rh 3k =Rh 3k 十 8RM糾 一 Mkh)—我(M仆—M3h)

- G&顷k - Mlk) + G사丄矶 - M\).

Hence the tensor field 加 defined by

(5.13) = R^jk - ^Mkh + SlMjh + Gh3M\ — GhkM\,

is also invariant under the conformal changes of the given (0 N)- 
structure.

Summarizing, we have the following:

Theorem 5.1. Let GZJ(x, y) be a generalized Finsler metric satisfy
ing C = y/CjnC171 冃二 0 and N be a non-linear connection. With respect 
to the (G, N)-connection, let M = CTnFrnroCr/C2 and Mk = dkM, 
Then the tensor fields (涂虹理二而 Q#* &项〃 K方切 R甘仆 which 
are given respectively by (5.4), (5.5), (5.6), (5.7)} (5.12), (5.13) and 
%Mk” VjMfc — ▽知场 CLre all invariant under the conformal changes 
of the given (G, N)-structure.
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